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Ring Video Doorbell Pro Under the Scope
Internet-connected doorbells with motion-sensing and notification capabilities have become extremely popular among smart-home enthusiasts. So popular, in fact, that vendors such as Amazon have enrolled their devices in “neighborhood watch” programs aimed at curbing cyber-crime by granting law enforcement access to security footage.

As the creator of the world’s first smart-home cybersecurity hub, Bitdefender constantly audits popular pieces of IoT hardware for vulnerabilities that might affect customers if left unaddressed. Any issues identified are fed into the Bitdefender BOX Vulnerability Assessment technology and are privately reported to affected vendors, as per our responsible vulnerability-disclosure policy.

Bitdefender researchers have discovered an issue in Amazon’s Ring Video Doorbell Pro IoT device that allows an attacker physically near the device to intercept the owner’s Wi-Fi network credentials and possibly mount a larger attack against the household network. This vulnerability was communicated to the vendor privately as per the timeline below.

At the moment of publishing this paper, all Ring Doorbell Pro cameras have received a security update that fixes the issue described herein. We appreciate the Ring team’s efforts to mitigate the issue and keep their customers safe.

Disclosure timeline

Jun 20, 2019: Bitdefender makes first contact with Amazon and requests a secure communications channel for disclosure

Jun 24, 2019: Vendor sends back requested PGP key; Bitdefender sends vulnerability details over secure channel

Jul 16, 2019: Bitdefender is invited to send the report via the HackerOne bug bounty program

Jul 18, 2019: HackerOne report is acknowledged and accepted

Jul 30, 2019: Bitdefender requests an update from the vendor

Aug 16, 2019: Vendor closes the report and marks it as a duplicate without saying whether a third party already reported this issue

Sep 05, 2019: After some back and forth with the vendor, a fix is being partially deployed

Nov 7, 2019: Coordinated responsible disclosure
Vulnerability summary

Cloud-device communication

The Ring Video Doorbell only communicates via the company’s cloud services using multiple API endpoints, such as es.ring.com or ps.ring.com. To communicate with these endpoints, it uses HTTPS while verifying the server certificates, making a man-in-the-middle attack impossible.

To quickly handle any events, the device always keeps a connection open to the cloud. This speeds up the response because, instead of waiting for a poll from the device, the server can send the information as soon as it is needed.

Local network

The device uses the local (residential wi-fi) wireless network to connect to the Internet, but it exposes no services to the local network. All communication takes place through the vendor’s cloud services. This dramatically decreases the local attack surface, but halts service when the internet connection is down (the ring feature still works, so the user can hear that somebody is at the door).

Device initial configuration

- Information leak [1]

The device uses a wireless connection to join the local network. When first configuring the device, the smartphone app must send the wireless network credentials. This takes place in an unsecure manner, through an unprotected access point. When entering configuration mode, the device creates an access point without a password (the SSID contains the last three bytes from the MAC address).

Once this network is up, the app connects to it automatically, queries the device, then sends the credentials to the local network. All these exchanges are performed through plain HTTP. This means the credentials are exposed to any nearby eavesdroppers.
Smartphone app – cloud communication

- **Account management**

Each user is required to register a Ring account. The device is linked to the user account.

To communicate with the device, the smartphone application always uses the cloud services, even when on the same local network. The functionality is handled by the `api.ring.com` API endpoint. The app also communicates with other APIs for other functionalities, such as error reporting, notifications, etc. All these connections are made securely over TLS while performing certificate pinning.

- **Device access control**

Only the legitimate owner can access and control the doorbell. Functionality exists for others to access the device and the user can give this permission through the app.

Access to the devices is thoroughly enforced so nobody can access a doorbell without the required permissions.

[C1] Credentials leak detailed

As shown above, the credentials of the local wireless network are sent through an unsecure channel (an open network). This can be exploited by a nearby attacker to obtain the user’s network credentials.

The attacker must trick the user into believing that the device is malfunctioning so the user reconfigures it. One way to do this is to continuously send deauthentication messages, so that the device is dropped from the wireless network.
Deauthentication is the process that allows a third party to mount the attack. It must be performed until the owner notices that the device misbehaves. This might take a while, because the doorbell will still ring the chime when the button is pressed. The only difference is that it will not send a notification and cannot be reached by the remote servers. After a while, the app will show the device as offline:

The "live view" button becomes greyed out and, when clicked, the app will suggest restarting the router or pressing the setup button twice on the doorbell. Pressing the button twice will trigger the device to try to reconnect to the network – an action that will fail. The last resort is to try and reconfigure the device.
Reconfiguring the device:

Meanwhile the attacker is sniffing all the packets, waiting for the plaintext credentials to be sent to the device.
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